By: The Gooch

- Men’s Privy
“Welfare Way”

News from Growler Grove
(Aka: Why You Shouldn’t Be a Complete
Ass to Complete Strangers, Revisited)

Cue some attitude... Okay, so this week’s display of
extreme douchebaggery didn’t even really come from
Growler Grove. It came from a shoppe in the inner circle’s
bastard offspring, the circle west of Welfare Way. Look,
like this shoppe and the woman who
we actually
works there, so we’re not going to point fingers just yet.
Simply consider this a friendly warning to all of you
shoppe owners: some of your best customers are
participants at this festival, AND they might be undercover investigators from the original TRF underground
newsletter. We have to give the owner in question credit
for the fact that she at least did her hiring well.
Although she rather thoroughly demonstrated herself to
be socially inept, she managed to get someone who isn’t
part reptile to run the shoppe. Not-so-subtle hint: Trying
to be runner-up to Queen Bitch of the Universe is an
express lane drive to our shit list, and that’s a really
scary place. People actually read this newsletter and may
decide not to patronize your business. Hmmm?
Oh, and by the way, what’s with the shoppe with the
imported dog costumes? We’ve seen bizarre and useless
stuff being sold here, but DOG COSTUMES? Patrons can
be excused for bad taste, which may be good for this
shoppe since it is unlikely there is a TRF participant on
either side of Loch Mess that would shop there. On a
peripheral note, is it historically accurate to dress your
pet like a jester?

While We Are Bitching and Moaning...

We know parking is hard to find on a site the size of
TRF, but there is really no reason to block other people
in just because you are in a hurry or have a psychopathic
need to be an asshole. Incidentally, there are certain
faire participants that stand ready to change the color
of the next car that blocks them in. Remember, you
heard it here first.

October 10-11 TRF Nipple Index™
Saturday – 6.0 (first weekend record)
Sunday – 5.0

TRF(WTF?) Reader Poll

If King George Had $10,000.00 that he HAD to spend
on creating a better workplace for the participants,
should he:
A: Fix the hot water to the participant showers?
B: Lime the participant parking areas so they don’t
turn into orange pudding when it rains?
C. Pave the roads in the backstage area so our cars
don’t vibrate apart?
D. Expand the backstage areas so we’re not parked
on top of one another?
E. Provide adequate nighttime lighting around the
exit and parking areas so that it’s not as easy to rob/
assault/kill people at TRF?
Your vote matters to us! Write to TRFWTF@yahoo.com
and let us know what you think! (Note to the reader: We
. This poll has no actual
said your vote matters to
weight in convincing George to grow a soul or a bleeding
heart and consider the health and safety of the people
who make this festival happen).
Hey, when you’ve finished reading,
pass this newsletter on to a friend!
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